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Summary. The Brown-Kucharˇ mechanism is applied in the case of General Relativity cou-
pled with the Schutz’ model for a perfect fluid. Using the canonical formalism and manipu-
lating the set of modified constraints one is able to recover the definition of a time evolution
operator, i.e. a physical Hamiltonian, expressed as a functional of gravitational variables and
the entropy.
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1 Introduction
The problem of time [1] is a well known issue in the context of the canonical approaches to
Quantum Gravity [2] [3], and is a straightforward consequence of the vanishing Hamiltonian
that characterizes diff-invariant systems. Among the different approaches have been devel-
oped, trying to recover a meaningful definition of time [1] [9] [10] [11] [12] a possible solution
is to couple matter to the gravitational field. Using the strong duality between matter and
reference frames ([13] [11] [14], see [15] and [16] for a clear example) one can intuitively use
fluid particles to label space-time points, while general covariance can be recovered simply
re-parameterizing the coordinate dependence. This duality can be used in a more conve-
nient way through the Brown-Kucharˇ mechanism [17], which, by manipulating the set of
constraints of General Relativity coupled with matter, enables one to recover the definition
of a meaningful, non vanishing, evolution operator.
Here this procedure is applied to the Schutz’ model of a perfect fluid [18], which provides a
proper representation of a fluid constituted by particles whose own entropy is conserved.
In particular, it is outlined that the Brown-Kucharˇ mechanism works also in this case and
it gives a strong temporal value to the entropy field associated with this particular matter
field. This is an intriguing result in view of finding a connection between the thermodynam-
ical time and time in Quantum Gravity.
This work consists in five more sections.: in section 2 the Brown-Kucharˇ mechanism will
be reviewed in the case of a generic scalar field Lagrangian, while in section 3 the Schutz’
fluid will be described in the thermodynamical context. In section 4 the Hamiltonian for-
mulation for the uncoupled model will be presented, and in section 5 the mechanism will
be finally applied to the coupled model. In section 6 results and perspectives are spotted out.
2 The Brown-Kucharˇ Mechanism
Here the Brown-Kucharˇ Mechanism is reviewed in the case of a real scalar field, with La-
grangian function1 in the form LF = LF [−φ,µφ,µ] = LF [Υ ] 2. To keep the general covariance
of the theory untouched one performs the standard 3+1 ADM splitting of the space-time
[20] [21], and computes the conjugate momentum tp φ:
pi =
δSF
δφ˙
= −2√qφn δLF [Υ ]
δΥ
, (1)
where one has defined q = det(qab). This definition, together with the splitting for Υ , allows
to complete the Legendre transformation, so that the Hamiltonian will contain only spatial
quantities and the conjugate momentum pi, and will take the simple formHF =
R
d3x(HFN+
HFa N
a).
By adding the Einstein-Hilbert action of GR the Hamiltonian density will simply be the
sum of the matter-free super-Hamiltonian and super-momentum with the scalar field terms
defined above, because there are no derivatives of the metric tensor gµν in the field action. The
modified constraints of GR will read H = HG[q, P ] +HF [pi, V, q] and Ha = H
G
a [q, P ] + φapi.
1 The metric is assumed to have signature (−,+,+,+)
2 the comma denotes the ordinary derivative and space-time indices (greek letters) are
contracted with the space-time metric.
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At this point one can manipulate the set of constraints in order to obtain an equivalent
Super-Hamiltonian, in the form:
pi − h[q, P ] = 0, (2)
which can be seen as a Schro¨dinger equation for observables3, as soon as the field φ is
takes as an internal time for the system. The physical Hamiltonian will simply consist in
Hphys =
R
d3xh(x), under the necessary conditions: (a) Independence from φ, (b) Invariance
under the 3-diff group. This is manifest if h is a scalar density of weight one, (c) Invariance
under re-parametrization of the time-like variable, i.e. {h, h} = 0 strongly [17].
3 Schutz’ Perfect Fluid
The equation of state for the Schutz’ perfect fluid can be obtained directly from thermo-
dynamical principles, when dealing with a baryonic perfect fluid ([25] [18] [22]) and reads
p = ρ0(µ − TS), where the specific inertial mass µ can be fixed with the normalization
condition for the 4-velocity, i.e. µ =
√−vµvµ. Moreover the normalized 4-velocity can be
written as a combination of scalar fields and their gradients:
Uν = µ
−1(φ,ν + αβ,ν + θS,ν) =
vν
µ
. (3)
Here S is the entropy per baryon, while the other fields have no direct physical meaning.
From now on the commas denoting fluid gradients will be dropped with no ambiguities.
Using the stress-energy tensor and the Einstein equations for matter δLF/δgµν = Tµν/2,
one can compute the Lagrangian density for the fluid. With such an integration one can
identify LF = √−gp = √−gρ0(√−vµvµ − TS).
3.1 Hamiltonian formulation
The fluid action, after the ADM splitting, takes the form4:
SF =
Z
R
dt
Z
σ
d3 x
√
qNρ0
“p
(vµnµ)2 − vava − TS
”
. (4)
From the definition of momenta the following constraints are inferred
χ1 = pα = 0, χ2 = pβ − αpi = 0, χ3 = pθ = 0, χ4 = pS − θpi. (5)
Calculating the Poisson brackets matrix one can easily see that such constraints are
second class, and the rank of the matrix is maximum.
The Legendre transformation will lead to the formal Hamiltonian function:
H = N
„q
(pi2 − qρ2
0
)V + qρ0TS
«
+Napiva, (6)
where V = vav
a and non-spatial quantities have been eliminated using the definition of pi
and the splitting of vµvµ.
3 Here one assumes that observables exist, and have the standard property of vanishing
Poisson brackets with the whole set of constraints.
4 Latin indices denotes spatial quantities, and are contracted with the spatial metric qab
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4 Coupling with General Relativity
By coupling the fluid with GR one expects the primary constraints to be simply the union
of the two sets of primary constraints, since the fluid action does not contain any derivative
of the metric tensor g. The secondary constraints will be identified with the functionals that
appear enforced by the lapse function and the shift vector, which are:
H =
q
V (pi2 − qρ2
0
) +
√
qρ0ST +H
G, Ha = piva +H
G
a . (7)
The algebra of these constraints is not modified by the presence of the Schultz fluid. Therefore
the full covariance of model is preserved and the only secondary constraints that appear are
the super-Hamiltonian and super-momentum. So it can be shown that they preserve their
role of generators of the diffeomorphisms and exhibit a closed algebra.
This means that there are no tertiary constraints in the model, because the consistency
conditions are fulfilled. The resulting Hamiltonian is vanishing as a consequence of the fact
that the diffeomorphism invariance was never broken. At this point one is able to apply the
Brown-Kucharˇ mechanism: squaring the super-momentum and imposing it on the super-
Hamiltonian, one can solve the latter for pi, obtaining something in the form pi−h = 0. This
way one gets
pi ±
r
ρ0q
d
d−Ξ2 = 0 = pi − h, (8)
where Ξ =
√
qρ0ST+H
G and d = HGa H
G
b q
ab. Ξ is also the expression the super-Hamiltonian
reduces to in the co-moving frame (i.e. N = 1 and Na = 0).
The h function is now the candidate for the construction of the physical Hamiltonian: it
is a scalar density of weight one, h does not contain the field φ, so its Poisson brackets
with pi are vanishing, and the commutator {h(f), h(g)} does not contain any dependence
on pi. Hence, {h(f), h(g)} cannot reproduce any other constraint. Since the full system of
constraints must be first-class (H and pi − h are equivalent constraints) one can conclude,
according with [17], that {h(f), h(g)} ≃ 0 (strongly vanishes), for arbitrary smearing fields
f(x) and g(x). Finally, since the h and Ha generate respectively re-parametrization of the
time-like variable and spatial diffeomorphisms, h itself is an observable.
The direct interpretation of entropy as time variable comes out in the particular case of
the co-moving frame (i.e. N = 1 and Na = 0), where the conjugate momentum reduces to
pi = −√qρ0, while the set of secondary constraints become Ξ = √qρ0ST + HG = 0 and
Ξa = H
G
a = 0.
One can use the super-Hamiltonian to obtain an expression for
√
qρ0, and recalling the
expression for the momentum conjugate to S (5) one can multiply both sides of (8) by θ, so
that:
SpS =
θHG
T
= h¯, (9)
which integrated over the spatial manifold allows to identify the time parameter τ with
the logarithm of the entropy per baryon, and finally see such equation as a Schro¨dinger-like
evolution equation for observables.
5 Concluding remarks
A possible solution to the problem of time in canonical quantum gravity is proposed: using
the Brown-Kucharˇ mechanism one is able to write an equivalent set of secondary constraints
for GR coupled with the Schutz’ perfect fluid. In this context the super-Hamiltonian acquires
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the form of a Schro¨dinger operator, i.e. becomes a physical Hamiltonian, which generates
time evolution for observables. Its expression is complex, but the entropy field S enters
directly its definition: time and entropy are highly related.
This relation is much more evident in the co-moving frame, where the absence of the spatial
gradients of the fluid allows one to find a clearer physical interpretation: in this particular
case the logarithm of entropy per baryon is exactly the time variable. Considering that the
number of particles n for the fluid is fixed [25], one can simply obtain the entropy of the
system by multiplying by n the S field. This is surprising, because there are no hints in the
theory about that privileged role played by the entropy, and because S, and so its logarithm,
are naturally future pointing quantities in a closed system.
Moreover the evolution operator is rather simple, above all because the matter-free super-
Hamiltonian appears linearly in the physical Hamiltonian. The only fluid variable is θ, whose
equation of motion contains the arbitrary temperature function T , and whose conjugate
momentum is vanishing. It is just an arbitrary field fixed by initial value conditions.
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